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Introduction:

This PDF download offers detailed guidance based on BS 7533-8 for the design of flexible pave-
ments surfaced with precast concrete flags and laid on a 30 mm sand laying course with sand
filled narrow joints. It applies to pavements subject to occasional overrun by no more than 15
commercial vehicles per day at speeds not exceeding 50 kph (30 mph).

The fundamental objective is the assessment of the thickness of base material to be used
beneath precast concrete flags to ensure that the allowable stresses in the paving units or sub-
grade are not exceeded. The design of the pavement should be based on the assumptions that
the construction conforms to BS 7533-4.

Suitability of flags for various applications

Designation Nominal Size Thickness Pedestrian Only Vehicular 1 Vehicular 2 Vehicular 3

A 600 x 450 50 or 63 63 mm

B 600 x 600 50 or 63 63 mm

C 600 x 750 50 or 63 63 mm

D 600 x 900 50 or 63

E (small element) 450 x 450 50 or 70 70 mm

F (small element) 400 x 400 50 or 65 65 mm

G (small element) 300 x 300 50 or 60 60 mm

Key:
Vehicular 1 - very occasional use by cars and light mechanical sweepers, e.g. unprotected footways in no park-
ing areas or where overrun is not a problem. These flags can be laid on either a sand or mortar laying course.

Vehicular 2 - footway where vehicles cross to access house driveways. The preferred laying course is sand.

Vehicular 3 - footways where cars and occasional commercial vehicles run over; unprotected pedestrian
precincts with about 25 commercial vehicles each day; fire tender access ways. These flags to only be laid on a
sand laying course.

sub - layer

70 mm

65 mm

60 mm

concrete flags

laying course material

formation
subgrade
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STEP 1
The bearing strength of the subgrade should be obtained as this determines the overall thick-
ness of the sub-base. The strength of the subgrade is described as the 'California Bearing Ratio'
(CBR). The CBR of the underlying materials may be provided by a site investigation report. If
there is no report or the CBR has not been obtained then it may be estimated using the follow-
ing table:

Estimated CBR values for British soils

Type of subgrade Plasticity index CBR per cent

heavy clay 70 2

60 2

50 2

40 3

silty clay 30 4

sandy clay 20 5

10 5

silt 1

poorly graded sand 20

well graded sand 40

well graded sandy gravel 60
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The following information has been extracted and summarised from BS 7533: Part 2. For sub-
base design, the subgrade strength can be estimated using simple field tests (after initial com-
paction of the trimmed ground) to give the sub-base thickness:

Identification of materials and CBR values using a simple field test
Rock or soil Simple field test CBR

Type Condition
Rock Hard Requires mechanical pick for excavation Above 5%

Sand
Gravel

Compact 50mm square peg hard to drive in 150mm >5%

Clay
Sandy clay

Stiff Cannot be moulded by fingers
Need pick for excavation

5%-2%

Clay
Sandy clay

Firm Can be moulded by fingers
Need spade for excavation

5%-2%

Sand
Silty clay
Clayey sand

Loose Dry lumps easily broken down
50mm square peg driven in easily

2%

Silt
Sandy clay
Silty clay
Clay

Soft Can easily be moulded by fingers <2%

Silt
Sandy clay
Silty clay
Clay

Very soft Exudes between fingers when squeezed Seek
specialist
advice

NOTE 1 This table is based on the principles in BS 8103-1.
NOTE 2 The CBR of the rock or soil is significantly affected by moisture content

For loose, soft and very soft materials comprising sand, silt and clay, specialist advice should be
sought. The above guidance applies where the water table is 300 mm or more below formation
level. Specialist advice should be sought where this is less, standing water is present or there
are any doubts about the ground conditions. Any soft spots should be dug out and replaced with
good fill or sub-base material and fully compacted. On sites where the CBR varies from place to
place then the lowest recorded value should be used.
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STEP 3
Determine the sub-base or roadbase thickness. Two thicknesses must be determined - one to
prevent the paving flag cracking, the other to prevent overstressing the subgrade. The thicker of
the two values is adopted to avoid premature pavement failure. The procedure is as follows: 

Select the type of flag to be employed:
Type E 450 x 450 x 70 mm
Type F 400 x 400 x 65 mm
Type G 300 x 300 x 60 mm

Select which of the three types of recommended sub-base or roadbase is to be used:
Type 1
Type 2
CBM

From the number of standard axles evaluated above and the sub-base or roadbase selected use
Graph 1 to obtain the sub-base thickness required to prevent overstressing of the paving flag.

From the number of standard axles evaluated above, the CBR of the subgrade and the sub-base
or roadbase selected, use either: 

Graph 2 for Type E (450 x 450 x 70 mm) and Type F (400 x 400 x 65 mm) flags, or
Graph 3 for Type G (300 x 300 x 60 mm) flags

to obtain the sub-base thickness required to prevent overstressing the subgrade. The greater of
the two sub-base thicknesses obtained is adopted as the design thickness.

The number of standard axles using the pavement in its design life can be obtained by multiply-
ing the number of standard axles per day by the required design life.

•
•

STEP 2
An evaluation is needed of the total number of commercial vehicles using an area during the
design life of the pavement. In the absence of more reliable information, an estimate may be
made based on the following table.

Number of commercial vehicles

For pavements subject to normal vehicle loads, it may be assumed that each commercial vehicle per
day is equivalent to one standard axle per day. Otherwise, where the actual traffic mix is known, deter-
mine the standard axles per day. The design life for flag pavements is normally a minimum of 20 years.

Location Commercial vehicles per day
Residential areas 1
Small shopping areas 5
Large shopping areas 10
Precincts and pedestrianised areas 15

Vehicle Type Number of standard axles/commercial vehicle
2 axle rigid 0.34 sa per vehicle
3 axle rigid 1.70 sa per vehicle
4 axle rigid 2.60 sa per vehicle
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Graph 1; Sub-base thickness to prevent paving flag overstressing

Graph 2; Sub-base thickness to prevent subgrade overstressing [Type E and Type F flags]
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A DESIGN EXAMPLE

A pavement in a new shopping centre is to be constructed using Type E (450 mm x 450 mm x
70 mm) paving units. It is estimated that for six days per week there will be eight commercial
vehicles per day servicing the shops. Servicing will take place fifty weeks a year over a twenty-
year design life. A site investigation indicates the CBR of the subgrade is 3 % and the base mate-
rial to be used is CBM. Commercial vehicles assumed to be 1 sa. 

The total number of standard axles in the 20-year design life:
= 6 x 8 x 50 x 20  = 48 000

From Graph 1 for flag overstressing using CBM material
Base thickness = 120 mm 

From Graph 2 for base overstressing using DBM material 
Base thickness = 175 mm 

The construction thicknesses:

Base CBM = 175
Laying course material = 25 mm
Flag = 450 mm x 450 mm x 70 mm

Graph 3; Sub-base thickness to prevent subgrade overstressing
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Design Notes

The minimum thickness of any sub-base or roadbase material required is 100 mm.
When using Type 2 material care should be taken in the selection as some Type 2 materials
are frost susceptible.
Construction complies with the procedures outlined in BS 7533:Part 4.
The laying course sand complies with BS 7533:Part 4.
The nominal sand thickness is 25 mm.
The sand moisture content is approximately 5% - 7%.
The joints are filled with sand complying with BS 7533:Part 4.
The joint widths are between 2 and 4 mm.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pavement Overlays 

Use BS 7533-8, Annex B to determine the depth of construction. In pedestrian schemes, paving
units are often used as an overlay to existing bituminous pavements. If vehicles are to use the
area, then it is first necessary to estimate the residual life of the existing pavement to determine
the overlay depth needed to give the required design life.  The existing pavement should be
inspected for surface cracking and rutting and an assessment on the residual life should be
made. By using one or both of the factors, the equivalent thickness can be calculated.

The existing construction thickness should be multiplied by the Condition Factors CF 1 and CF2,
where applicable. This equivalence value should then be compared with the base design thick-
ness, excluding flag and laying course, obtained by the design method given in this standard.

If the base design thickness exceeds the equivalence value of the existing pavement then the
new design is adequate.

If the base design thickness is less than the equivalence value of the existing pavement then the
base thickness should be increased.

Where the new base material is different from the existing base material both base thicknesses
should be converted to an equivalent thickness of DBM (dense bitumen macadam).


